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Abstract: The development of science and technology as well as the internet have brought changes to our daily lives. In addition, with the widespread use of social media, more and more people are using social platforms to connect with colleagues and serve business activities. This study takes WeChat, a specific social media platform in China, as an example to study how personal social relations influence personal consumption behaviour in the digital media era through WeChat users’ daily use experience. This study adopts a mixed method. First, it tests users’ perception based on cognitive and emotional factors through 122 questionnaire surveys. Then, the users’ experiences from their participation in social enterprises are gathered through 10 semi-structured interviews, and subsequently, the relationship between personal relations and social enterprises are analyzed. Finally, after data collation and analysis, it can be concluded that trust is the core relationship quality and also the basis for promoting the development of social business activities. At the same time, since social business activities rely on social relations, the development of swift guanxi is conducive to the realization of repurchase behaviours in social business relations.
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1. Introduction

Social networks have changed the way we communicate in recent years, where social media customers are known as users [1]. Due to the function of information sharing, social media sites fundamentally change social consumer behavior, evaluate products through social media software, and discuss product performance through social relations [2]. The word “relationship” in the Chinese culture, which refers to the close connection between two or more individuals, is equivalent to social networking in order to form mutually beneficial interaction [3]. Research have shown that under the age of digital media, social business development is closely related to interpersonal relationships. Research have suggested that social media network building plays a positive role in social business [4,5], but on the other hand, due to the fact that social businesses have certain transactions, the motives of social business in regard to trust and reputation may be affected [6].

In mainland China, WeChat, the most widely used social media platform, has more than 1 billion users worldwide on a daily basis. The platform enables us to have a new understanding of the relationship between social businesses and interpersonal relationships. The purpose of this study is to explore how interpersonal relationships affect social businesses in the digital age as well as the influencing factors.

2. Literature review

As the largest market of online commerce in the world, in China, e-commerce accounts for more than 10% of the actual retail commerce, which serves as the market foundation for social commerce [4]. Moreover,
the convenient function of mobile payment on WeChat provides a convenient channel for social commerce on the basis of social networking [7,8].

Some scholars believe that consumers can share and look for products through social media platforms while making use of the payment function on social media platforms to purchase products. This further deepens the convenience of online shopping and provides a new development direction for the lifestyle in the new era [9].

Wang and Zhang [5] summarized and discussed the evolution of social commerce by determining the changes in social commerce from 2005 to 2011, thus proving that social commerce has become a successful business strategy and development model. However, most social commerce exists in online social platforms, which lacks the feeling of face-to-face contact. The cognition of social commerce relies on user-generated content in social relations, which includes the emotional evaluation of users on social contacts and the cognitive state of social commerce [10].

Based on trust, online trading platforms and private sellers encourage consumers to recommend products or brand contact information to their contacts through online social platforms. Another manifestation of relationship quality is the rapidity of the relationship (swift guanxi). It can be said that swift guanxi is the development and continuation of traditional relationships, which usually exists in e-commerce platforms and online social markets. It is a form of interpersonal relationship, in which the rapid trust between two parties through social media platforms results in rapid travel [11]. Some studies have shown that the degree of trust in these kinds of relationships is positively correlated with the success of social commerce whereby the higher the degree of trust, the higher the probability of social commerce success [12]. Different from the relationships in traditional e-commerce, the power of swift guanxi in social commerce is always in the hands of the users; that is to say, users have independent rights of whether to promote swift guanxi, and they are not subjected to any other third-party constraints [13]. Based on the above literature review, the research question (RQ) is raised.

RQ: How does trust affect social commercial?

3. Methodology
First of all, this research has chosen network questionnaire as the quantitative research method, aiming to sort out and summarize the collected data through counting and amount of information. Through the collection of the questionnaire data, the cognition of WeChat users on social business behavior is demonstrated. Since a single method may not be able to completely solve the complexity of social research problems, it has been found that the quantitative data could only reflect the influence of trust on social business intention in terms of relationship quality, but the connection between swift guanxi and social business is not obvious. Therefore, based on the quantitative research, this study added a group of semi-structured interviews and analyzed further through the interviewees’ description of specific cases. This mixed-method approach allows researchers to take advantage of it to improve reliability. As the most widely used social media platform in mainland China, WeChat, which is also the focus of social commerce development, is chosen as the main platform of this study. In order to better collect data and information, this research did not only published job advertisements on my personal WeChat platform but also on the platforms of my friends and family, which reached a total of 100 people. From the 100 participants, 10 participants have been further selected for semi-structured interviews.

4. Conclusion
This study investigated users to determine the connection between interpersonal relationships and social business, in which the investigation was on an actual platform, WeChat. A cognitive analysis was adopted to determine the relation of rapid trust and its impact on social business. As a platform provides a new way of thinking, social business participants were included to further explore the influence of interpersonal
relationship and social business. This research adopted a mixed research method, developed an online questionnaire and a semi-structured interview for WeChat users, adopted a simple sampling method, and solved the research problem by investigating the users’ understanding of the connection between interpersonal relationships and social business.

Trust, on the other hand, is an essential and critical element in social commerce. A majority of the participants mentioned that it is precisely because of trust that they would choose to use social platforms for both, buying and selling. In this study, the focus on the implementation of social business is inadequate to explore the relationship between trust and social business repurchase, thus this aspect still requires more theoretical research to comb and perfect it. Another limitation is in regard to the survey sample. The sample selected was inadequate in representing the user attributes of the whole social business platform due to convenience sampling. Hence, in this way, the study has a certain one-sidedness. Previous studies have mainly contributed to the relationship between the relationship quality and social business. This study further dwelt in this aspect, focusing on the direction of trust and swift guanxi to extend social business activities, and provided suggestions for social business participants to maintain swift guanxi in the future.
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